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T

he Meetings and Weddings industry is gradually opening its doors, but
with caution. Most event
planners are optimistic about 2021.
Having learned from 2020 — the
tough lessons of the pandemic which
taught events industry the importance
of customer relations, flexibility, and
compassion — event organizers and
wedding planners are optimistic
about what lies ahead.
Destinations like Dubai, Singapore and Thailand are focusing
on MICE. Safety measures have
been put in place to encourage inflow of international tourists into
these countries. Dubai, for instance,
hosted its fitness event even during
the ongoing pandemic. The response
was overwhelming, and they had responsible fun. Weddings and events
continue to take place in Dubai, abiding with the social distancing and
Covid-19 protocol.
On the India front, MICE tourism
is emerging to be one of the key rev-

enue spinners of travel and tourism
economy. According to the recent
rankings by International Congress and
Convention Association (ICCA), India
has improved its position substantially,
when it hosted 175 meetings in 2017
compared to 143 in 2016, thus advancing its position by seven positions from
31 in last year. India, though it has a
sound infrastructure to host MICE
events, there is a need for coordination
and cohesiveness across stakeholders
for seamless implementation. India has
already started working on that. It’s only

matter of time before India emerges as
the most sought-after MICE destination
in the world.
The weddings industry, which
is the focus of our cover story, sheds
light on what makes a destination
wedding-friendly. From ease of visas
to effective logistics to luxurious, yet
budget-friendly hotels that has sufficient manpower to cater to the needs
of the staff.
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EXHIBITIONUPDATE

Anbu Varathan assumes office as UFI president
MP BUREAU

A

nbu Varathan, Director
General & CEO, Indian
Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA)
and Bangalore International Exhibition Centre (BIEC) formally
assumed office as the President of
UFI, the global association of the
exhibition industry, for 2020 – 21.
It’s a historic occasion for
the Indian exhibition industry as
Varathan is the first Indian ever
to occupy the top post of UFI in
its 95 years of existence.
During his tenure, Varathan

I’m extremely happy to assume the Presidency of UFI
and feel privileged to be the first Indian to get elected to this role in more
than 9 decades of UFI’s history.
Anbu Varathan, President, UFI
would focus on UFI initiatives
to revive the exhibition industry and extend all possible
support to industry leaders
besides urging stakeholders to
be resilient to face future con-

tingencies, adopt technology
that would enhance the value
of face-to-face exhibitions in
future and enhance a stronger
connection with communities
in the exhibition space.

“I’m extremely happy to
assume the Presidency of UFI
and feel privileged to be the
first Indian to get elected to
this role in more than 9 decades of UFI’s history. I wish
to thank the UFI board for
giving this opportunity to
work with the global exhibition industry.”
“It is a daunting task but
also an opportunity for me to
enable the Indian exhibition industry to be vibrant and stronger and get its due recognition
at the global level,” he added.

IAEE Celebrates
Successful
Virtual Expo
MP BUREAU

T

he International Association of
Exhibitions and Events (IAEE)
welcomed more than 1,200 attendees – and counting, as the platform
is available to new and existing
users through the end of January –
to its virtual Expo! Expo! IAEE’s
Annual Meeting & Exhibition 2020
held on 8-10 December.
“After much deliberation by the
IAEE Board of Directors and IAEE
senior staff members, we realized
that the best alternative for delivering the quality of content that makes
Expo! Expo! the Show for Shows
was to fully invest in the virtual format in lieu of an in-person or hybrid
event,” noted 2020 IAEE Chairperson Robert (Bob) McLean, CPA,
CAE, CEM, Executive Vice President of the Promotional Products
Association International (PPAI),
who will continue to serve as IAEE
Chairperson in 2021.
“We are grateful to the show
partners who collaborated with
us to create such an outstanding
experience, the 100+ exhibiting companies who stuck by us
through this challenging year, and
of course, the attendees who engaged in the format to make the
most out of all that Expo! Expo!
had to offer,” added IAEE President and CEO David DuBois.
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Travel
Incentive

Professionals
Optimistic About

Industry
Recovery

COVID-19 creates pentup travel demand and
greater emphasis on
qualifier engagement.

T

VW BUREAU

he newly released
2020 Incentive Travel
Industry Index (ITII)
survey found that twothirds of incentive travel buyers
and suppliers expect incentive
travel to recover within one to
two years, once post-COVID
conditions have been reached.
Post-COVID conditions were
defined as those in which travel can occur safe from COVID,
such as with widely available
vaccine(s) or disease containment.
“While our industry has witnessed widespread impact due to
the pandemic, those profession-

als have responded not only with
structural changes to incentives
such as program delays and implementing alternative rewards,
but also new investment,” said
Incentive Research Foundation
(IRF) President Stephanie Harris. “The industry has built important capabilities to position
it for future success, such as
improved digital marketing and
a renewed focus on the motivational power of travel rewards.
This shows the continued commitment to and high perceived
value of incentive travel.”
The desire to travel is the
greatest positive factor expected to influence the recovery,

with 64% citing greater appreciation for travel after being
restricted from doing so. Most
senior-management stakeholders (83%) who sponsor incentive travel remain committed to
incentive travel, although many
buyers expect incentive travel will need to fundamentally
change to reduce risks. Key impediments to this recovery include company risk aversion to
travel and qualifier reluctance to
travel post COVID-19.
“Once recovered, 77% of
survey respondents expect incentive travel to be very similar
or moderately changed relative
to pre-COVID conditions,” said

Financial & Insurance Conference Professionals (FICP) Executive Director Steve Bova,
CAE. “Sanitation and health
security will be permanently
more important risk management
strategies. Within the financial
and insurance industry, we see
greater optimism about recovery
and stronger desire to travel, but
this is counter-balanced by greater reluctance among qualifiers to
travel and higher company risk
aversion. Given the more conservative nature of our sector, it is
not surprising to see a significant
shift toward participant safety.”
In addition to new risk management strategies, future des-
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HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE TO BOUNCE BACK?
Recovery timeline
Recovery expectations
hinge on virus
containment. A majority
of respondents expect a
one to two year recovery
of incentive travel once
post-Covid conditions
are reached.

30%
2%
One to two
years

Three to four
Five or more
years
years
Years after reaching post-Covid conditions

Buyers

Buyers re-orient programs to manage risk

Re-orient programs to
manage risk

Social distancing on
location

96%

New sanitation
measures

95%

Safety is the watchword
and buyers are making
key changes to future
programs. Sanitation
and healh security
have joined emergency
preparedness as top
risk managements
strategies.

Management of health
concerns and
health security

92%

‘No contract’ services

89%

‘Hands-free’
technology

88%

Crisis plans

86%

Desire to travel

Renewed prestige of travel

Net score as greatest
positive contributor to the
incentive travel recovery

A year without travel has sharpened our appreciation.
Confirming travel’s intrinsic merits and elevated the prestige
of travel as a prize. When the time comes, our appreciation
of travel will help fuel the recovery. This is borne out in the
survey as the desire for travel is far and away the greatest
net positive factor expected to influence the recovery

lection, the survey confirms
what we’ve been hearing anecdotally for some time: in
the short to mid-term, domestic and close-by destinations

will replace trans-continental
and international destinations.
However, there’s also a decisive
shift away from buzzy urban locations to quiet countryside retreats and a definite preference
for ‘the road less travelled’,”
said the Society for Incentive
Travel Excellence (SITE) Chief
Marketing Officer, Pádraic Gilligan. “Not surprisingly, destinations with a low incidence of
COVID-19, or those perceived
to have dealt effectively with it,
rank very high - even if they’re
long haul - with the Caribbean,
Abu Dhabi / Dubai, Canada and
South East Asia, coming in the
top five for UK buyers.”

64%

tination selections and program
characteristics and activities are
also anticipated to shift as a result
of the pandemic.
“Regarding destination se-

68%

Incentive travel recovery timeline

In the post-COVID world,
incentive travel buyers also anticipate “soft power” benefits
such as improved engagement,
enhanced customer satisfaction and
better relationship-building both
between employees and management and among fellow employees
to be among the greatest benefits
of incentive travel. This marks a
shift from 2019, when company
sales and profits were top-ranked
benefits. A renewed focus on
experiences that will delight the
individual traveler, with fewer
corporate obligations such as
group dining and team building,
was seen in post-COVID incentive program activities.

Indian

Weddings
joins the revival
bandwagon!
What normally was a celebration of the union of
an unsuspecting couple is today one of the fastest
growing segments in the events industry.

I

Rohit Hangal

f marriages are ‘Made in
Heaven’ and with bills being
paid on earth, it is no-brainer
that what goes around in between is the ‘Traversing Hell’
part of the deal!
With the pandemic notwithstanding, Indian weddings are making a
slow return to its potential as a rank
supporter to the Indian Meeting industry. Hotels have seen new formats
with social distancing norms taking
over the celebrations. The Indian
wedding celebration will be fastest
MICE segment to make a return to
normalcy. Wedding celebrations that
were on hold have made an honourable return helping venues, hotels
and the event eco-system. The lure
of the occasion, where the wedding
regalry is still a draw to get married,
will always be a prime benefactor for

the wedding planner market!
With guest lists being curtailed
and travel options limited, the virtual platforms did help getting around
the occasion. As much as you wish
technology being partnered in to create a wedding event, it is still not the
same as devising a celebration with
all the Indian wedding regalry. There
is simply no substitute to a big fat Indian wedding!
Size of the Market: Weddings in India is a mega market in its own right,
clocking USD 50 billion in turnover,
which as per KPMG is only second
to the United States, which does
USD 70 Billion. What normally
was a celebration of the union of an
unsuspecting couple is today one of
the fastest growing segments in the
events industry and for same strange
reason, the wedding industry, along
with religious travel in India, is totally recession-free.

With a population of over a billion people, and with weddings costing anything between Rs. 5 lakh and
Rs. 5 crores, the industry has never
seen exciting times. When you throw
in offerings such as Destination
Weddings, Pre-Wedding Photography, Entertainment, Honeymoons,
the era of travel agents entering into
this segment is all but natural.
India Inc., which normally cries
itself hoarse on falling sales and the
impending slow-down, does not
have any qualms on unleashing its
megabucks to create an experience
that befits the bragging rights that
comes along with.
Destination weddings have created an impact on the Indian hospitality and travel industry, which was
seldom seen before. Hotel chains
now offer branded marketing propositions and offerings with packages
thrown in for good measure.

What makes a ‘Wedding
Destination?
Easy and Cheap Visas: The bulk of
the Indian Wedding market is highly
cost-driven. The rule is simple: the
higher the cost of visas, the lower the
destination preference. Preference
for visa on arrival/e-Visas /Group
Visas. Long visa approval time over
7 days will help you stay uncompetitive. When free visas are thrown in,
the number will swell!
There was one wedding group
from Kolkata, which took over 20
helpers to lift the luggage of guests!
The higher the number of documents
for the visas, the less popular the destination gets. Credit to the US Consulates in India, they sometimes offer
Group Visa interviews for Indians.
Indians would be probably the
only consumer anywhere in the
world, wherein, if not for the cumbersome visa procedures, can ac-
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tually plan and execute an event in
Europe on a week’s notice!
Direct flights and connectivity:
Three to four hours of flight time are
ideal, but not a compulsion! If you
are looking at bigger group movements from India, the higher the connected cities are with the destination,
more chances of one bagging the
event. Multiple airline embarkation
points are nice, but never underestimate the power of an Indian wedding
group, where at one instance, a planner had to charter three aircrafts to
ferry marriage guests from Kolkata
to Port Louis in Mauritius, paying
three times the average fare!
If the criteria is not one of a
‘Big Fat Indian’ wedding, there are
multiple boutique options for quaint
destinations in expensive and unique
European hot spots. There are options such as the town of ‘Verona’,
a quaint little arty town located in

the Northern Italy, which has gained
popularity as city of Romeo and Juliette! So much for Shakespearean
love for picking out a destination to
venue his masterpiece!
Closer home, destinations such
as Bahrain have taken marketing
for destination weddings to a new
level of detailing and hand-holding.
Weddings bring more than a mere
statistic to a destination. A successful
wedding will eventually deliver an
experience that will end up a lifetime
of word-of-mouth marketing!
Indian Food: There is a growing
market for an upmarket, luxurious,
boutique weddings. Even in this
case, it should be noted to include a
vegetarian and Jain menu. The Indian
luxury market is predominantly vegetarian, with over 80% of the top 500
richest people in the country belonging to communities that can relish,
endure and nurture vegetarianism! I
remember meeting a South African
DMC, who had started working with
the Indian market, remarking that for
the first time, he came across a term
called ‘non-vegetarian’. If catering to
a South Indian wedding, don’t forget
to offer curd Rice, and you’ll win
them over for life! Well, just some
food for thought!
What is about Indians and their
food preference? Well, it is what it
is...Indian food is mandatory for
big groups, though some will surely try the local fare. Get your list of
Indian restaurants out, speak with
the wedding hotel on getting Indian food. Educate them about preference for Indian food, Jain Food,
Indian food (not Asian Vegetarian).
Also, explore opportunities for Indian chefs to fly down to help cater
for the group. At most Indian mega
weddings, having an Indian Maharaj being flown down is almost
certain! The one big gala dinner can
be raucous affair, running late into
the night on a heady mix of noise,
music and unlimited alcohol.
You can also offer the hotel to take
in the complete inventory. Taking cue
from the words of Don Corleone from
The Godfather, it is all about making
an offer, he can’t refuse!
Hotels and Event Infrastructure: Paramount! Indians rarely
chose anything less than a four-star
hotel. Preference is given to hotels
with good ratings, service standards
and above all, flexibility. With big

groups, get ready for requests for
triple sharing, late-check outs (it can
vary from 30 minutes to 12 hours!)
and last-minute cancellations / additions, etc. In Room-dining and
baggage services are expected!
The request is simple - Best in the
‘value-for-money’ deal-class. India is probably the world biggest
last-minute market and one’s ability
to adapt would only enhance your
ability to win over. Indians cherish
helpful assistance over the stiff upper-lip extreme professionalism.
What’s in for the travel agent?
When the occasion demands undivided
bliss, can travel agents be far behind?
The travel agent trait of bringing experience on the table is priceless, when
as a destination wedding client, you
do not want to leave much to chance.
Getting advice on best rates and costs,
with inputs on baggage allowances and
visa advise, a travel agent should be a
first port of call!
As a travel agent, being part of
the Wedding Organizing Committee
and part of the exercise, it is a great
opportunity for referral businesses as
most mega destination weddings are
quite partial to having to put in a good
word for the humble travel agent. You
also get to book the honeymoons as
well. One does not really know with
this big fat Indian weddings, as one
travel agent was asked to draft a threemonth honeymoon iterinary across
four continents and ten countries.
What’s in for the hotels?
What does it take to position your
event spaces amid your glowing hotel brand? If your Event related Food
& Beverage contribute more than
30% of your turnover, get a branding
strategy! The hotel brands bring with
it; ‘standards and total recall’, but the
right unique brand identity for your
event space and the ‘Experience
‘will make it stand out amid hardened competition. Creating unique
brand identities and focus for Event
spaces will also take on branded hotels especially in the four and fivestar segment.
Hotel biggies such as the Marriott and Taj have already got on to the
‘Wedding Destination’ bandwagon.
Somehow, hotels around the world
have always been reluctant for a radical shift in branding strategy. But in
an era, where competition gets fierce

and specialization takes over, it is
never too late to reinforce branding
standards on individual profit centres, such as event spaces, health
clubs, one might be tempted to add
Laundry services to the list!
Creating and managing an
‘Event Space brand’ will bring in
event standards, improved guest
feedback, and enhanced occupancies. Creating unique brand identities
and focus for event spaces will also
help take on branded hotels, especially in the four and five stand segments. It is not far ahead that, with
the increased demands with regard to
technology, enhanced client requirements, the era of specialized companies managing event spaces is not far
behind! Outsourced Venue Management is a matter of time.
With made-to-order wedding-related occasions created out of thin
air or a six-day long meticulously
designed wedding, hotels in India
never had it this good. The Indian
hospitality industry’s unique revenue trait is where Food & Beverage
contributes more to the revenue kitty
than the segment is credited for. The
meetings industry seldom goes challenged with the discerning Indian
finding more occasions to celebrate.
Events to celebrate wedding and anniversaries, birthdays, kitty parties,
family and friend’s get-togethers,
naming ceremonies and of course,
the big fat Indian wedding all bring
cheer to the table!
Safety: Weddings will not be the
same again, so gear up to the world
of branded face-masks, sanitizers
and social distancing, at least till the
venerable vaccine achieves its desired result.
All about the Wedding Planner: As
the entire event industry has evolved
from being a one-stock multi-event
manager to now of a niche, specialized role of being a ‘wedding
planner,’ it is not a necessity that big
names handle big fat weddings. It is
still about comfort levels and transactions that are still relationship-driven. The great Indian wedding war
has just begun its climb up the value
chain, with international planners all
set to take the plunge into the Big Fat
Indian Wedding market!
As much as the virus has deflated businesses and spirits, it cannot hit
further nadir, so gear up for the ride
of a lifetime…
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Weddings to be small, simple, but splendid
Caroline Diana
Indian weddings are known for
their pomp and splendor. Pandemic or not, the wedding industry continues to march ahead, but
with a few changes. Pargat Singh
Sidhu, Founder & CEO, Shaadi
Baraati, sheds light on the transformation and evolution of the
wedding industry.
2020 has been a challenging year
with the ongoing pandemic. How
do you foresee the Indian wedding industry evolving in 2021?
The pandemic has taken a toll
on almost every industry in
the world and it hasn’t spared
the Indian wedding industry
as well. Thanks to Covid-19,
people now are opting for a
small gathering or just a simple wedding celebration, where
only you and your family will
be present. The trends I foresee

The
Indian
wedding
market is growing and
will be growing even
stronger after the
pandemic.
Pargat Singh Sidhu,
Founder & CEO, Shaadi Baraati
are: Extended Wedding Celebrations in which the occasion
could last for a week; Small and
Simple Gatherings, as people
now are cautious about hygiene,
and Live Streaming, which enables people to attend weddings
virtually. Even drone videography would be one of the interesting trends of 2021.

What are the key destinations in
India that will gain popularity for
weddings? Why?
I see weddings happening in destinations like Udaipur, Jaipur, and Goa.
Udaipur and Jaipur will gain
more popularity to host a wedding because people look for a big
spacious place to host any event,
keeping in mind the social distancing norms. Also, Udaipur and Jaipur are well known for their vast
forts and palace.
Beach weddings will also be a
growing trend. Goa is where you
could have an open-sky wedding
on a beach, and this also enables
people to follow social distance
with ease.
What are the key destinations
abroad that will gain popularity for
wedding? Why?
Venice, Bali, and The Maldives
will be the popular choices. Bail is
truly a paradise, with breath-taking

Macao flaunts MICE & wedding amenities
MP BUREAU

As a wedding planner, what were
your key learnings in 2020?
The Indian wedding market is
growing and will be growing even
stronger after the pandemic. And
yes, things have changed and will
be changing in the coming years.
So as a wedding planner, we have
learned one thing: That social
distancing and opting for a bigger space will be in demand for
many years.

Sony unveils
wedding app
MP BUREAU

M

acao Government Tourism
Office (MGTO) India recently hosted a webinar in collaboration
with Experiential Planner on ‘MICE
and Destination Weddings in Macao’ through two panel discussions
that focused on ‘Insights into the
successful MICE programs in Macao’ and ‘Celebrated Weddings in
Macao.’
Speaking on why Macao qualifies as an ideal MICE and wedding
destination, Navneeth Mohan, Director & CEO, Laqshya Live Experiences-India, said, “For Indian
corporate groups, it’s just not about
the destination but also about how
you can surprise your guest at this
destination to create unforgettable
memories for them. Macao is the
pearl in the East, truly to be explored and post the pandemic, I am
sure it will create an even bigger impact amongst Indian travelers.”
Mahindra Gangadharan, Managing Director, Neferrtiti, said, “I

beaches, soaring mountains, and
temples. This place will also be a
popular spot to host your wedding
because who doesn’t want a beach
wedding with a little Indian touch!
The Maldives is so far considered the best spot for honeymoon
couples, but I think this place will
also grow as a wedding destination, as having a wedding hosted
in between a sea would be so romantic, and then jumping to honeymoon vibes will be easy!

S

IDEAL DESTINATION: With spectacular hotels, venues, and great service, Macao
has the potential to host MICE events.

guess it’s every planner’s delight to
do something in Macao. It’s just not
weddings but everything that happens along with weddings, when
you go back, you go back with wonderful memories. The logistics part
is the easiest in Macao as everything
is so well organized. Popular as the
Las Vegas of the East, Macao is an
exotic destination for Indian weddings with a blend of nightlife and
history for the nuptials is definitely
worth considering.”

Macao offers exceptional venues for social and corporate functions, where conferences can be
seamlessly paired with networking
events, rightfully justifying the destination’s tagline ‘Experience Macao Your Own Style’. Although given the current pandemic situation,
there are still restrictions in travel
& events, the webinar shared some
great insights on how Macao can
be better prepared when business
tourism returns.

ony Electronics announced
“Visual Story” – a new application for wedding and event photographers that simplifies gallery
creation, cloud storage and web
delivery.
“The voice of our customer is
at the center of everything we do,”
said Neal Manowitz, deputy president of Sony Imaging Products and
Solutions Americas. “Today’s professional photographers constantly
challenge themselves to deliver
higher quality content faster than
ever to their clients. Visual Story
allows them to streamline their
workflow, ultimately giving them
the ability to edit, select and send
photo galleries to their clients on the
day of the ceremony or event. Sony
continues developing innovative
hardware and software solutions
empowering content creators to
capture, communicate and share
in ways never before possible.”

EVENTHighlights
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Growing MICE

c onnec ti o n s

The recently concluded digital MICE
event hosted by SOTC and STB
deliberated on the infinite incentive
travel opportunities in Singapore.

MP BUREAU

T

o rebuild consumer
confidence in MICE
(Meetings,
Incentives, Conferences &
Events) travel, SOTC Travel
along with Singapore Tourism
Board (STB) hosted an engaging and insightful Virtual MICE
event - “Growing MICE Connections, Achieving Together” for its clients. The highly
interactive platform featured
state of the art audio-visual
excellence, chat/applause capabilities, and a near-life virtual
walkthrough of Singapore’s
iconic attractions that mirrored
a real life event at the destination. This industry first digital
event brought together key decision makers and influencers
of the MICE travel sector and
deliberated on the infinite incentive travel opportunities in
Singapore. It also highlighted
the comprehensive health &
safety initiatives undertaken
by SOTC Travel (Assured Safe
Travel Program in partnership
with Apollo Clinics) and STB’s

We want
to ensure
Destination Singapore remains
top-of-mind among the
Indian travelers. The
COVID-19 pandemic has
reshaped the MICE travel
landscape, but it also
offers us an opportunity
to engage, collaborate
and co-create the future
of travel together.
GB Srithar, Regional Director, India,
Middle East and South Asia,
Singapore Tourism Board
SG Clean (Singapore Clean) campaign aimed at reassuring its travelers.
The event saw active participation of
over 150 of India’s leading corporates
and multinationals - across business
verticals such as Auto, Pharma, Paint,
FMCG, Retail, Banking & Finance.

Vishal Suri, Managing Director, SOTC Travel, highlighted the organization’s delivery
of consumer empowering products-services since lockdown
and meticulous health and safety initiatives under the SOTC
Assured program - to rebuild
MICE consumer confidence in
travel.
GB Srithar, Regional Director, India, Middle East and
South Asia, Singapore Tourism Board, infused hope as he
spoke of the various meaningful initiatives being undertaken
by Singapore focused on the
MICE sector. He also reiterated
STB’s keen interest in staying
connected with SOTC and its
valuable corporate partners to
co-curate delightful experiences for future MICE events in
Singapore.
The special guest speaker
of the event was India’s first
Grandmaster and five-time
world chess champion, Viswanathan Anand, who shared his
learnings especially in relevance to today’s time of the
pandemic and the unexpected

challenges it has brought for
businesses and leaders.
SD Nandakumar, President
& Country Head, B2B & Foreign Exchange, SOTC Travel,
said, “We connected with all
our corporate customers to get a
better understanding on Incentive travel in the post COVID
world. The learnings from our
stakeholders have helped us
create the next level of MICE
experiences – MICE Plus, a
comprehensive offering of Hybrid Virtual MICE and Assured
programs with additional safety
features with the expertise of
our MICE Team.”
The digital event was moderated by renowned actress and
television personality, Mandira
Bedi, who ensured a vibrant
and engaging event for viewers.
This first of its kind virtual
event was an ideal opportunity
to connect with our valued corporates and reassure them with
the MICE portfolio specially
designed to offer complete flexibility, safety and security – a
key consideration for travel in
the COVID era.

Israel to witness more MICE movements
Caroline Diana
Israel has a lot to offer for the Indian incentive travelers. Sammy
Yahia, Director of Tourism, India
and Philippines, Israel Government Tourist Board, talks about
the recent MICE upgrades that
would entice business travelers.
What are the new MICE
products from Israel that would
interest the Indian market?
We have hosted a number of international conventions and conferences in Israel. Owing to Israel’s
modern infrastructure, impressive
hotels, availability of international
cuisines – vegetarian, vegan and
non-vegetarian options - as well
as the state-of-the-art convention
centers and bleisure activities.
Convention centers all over the
country are equipped with the best
sound and A/V equipment, lighting systems, offer multilingual
services and can be adapted for
different forms of presentation.
How has the growth been from
the Indian market in 2019?
What is the expected growth
for 2021?
While there was a slight slowdown
in travel to Israel in 2019, we were
optimistic that 2020 would be a record setting year from India.
We are optimistic that travel
will resume in 2021 but I also
foresee a slower uptick in travel. While there are many that are
keen to travel following a trying
lockdown in India, I am predicting that VFR (Visiting Friends
& Family) will be a higher priority for international travelers.
With the signing of the Abraham
Accords in September with the
UAE, the peace accords with
Bahrain, as well as official delegations visiting Bahrain, UAE
and Israel, I expect a higher demand for travel to Israel once
tourism resumes. The opening
of a new tourism routes from
Israel to the UAE, the Kingdom
of Bahrain to other Asian countries, IMOT is developing the
Israeli tourism product to meet

the requirements of the new
tourism markets.
What are your marketing and
promotional plans for the Indian market?
Currently, Israel’s National Tourist Offices around the world are
focusing on maintaining relationships with our partners to preserve
a connection to Israel. The team
is in touch with trade and media
partners, sharing diverse content
about Israel though webinars and
interactive activities using digital mediums. By working closely
with MICE specialists from the
travel trade fraternity as well as
travel representatives from corporate, the IGTO team has been successful in creating the perception
of Israel as a ‘Must Visit’ MICE
destination.
As the tourism landscape in
both India and Israel starts to
change, we plan to execute a 360
degree advertising campaign in
Tier I and Tier II cities focusing
on the bleisure, leisure segment
as well as continue to promote the
holy land/ pilgrimage segment.
Israel is known for its unique
MICE destinations such as
along the Dead Sea, the Kibbutzim or at Haifa. What would
you recommend for the Indian
corporates, meeting planners
and PCOs?
Israel is a dynamic destination in
the Middle East and has something to offer for every kind of
traveller, be it luxury, leisure,
honeymooners, food and wine
aficionados, adventure enthusiasts and those travelling for
MICE. Cities of Tel Aviv and Jerusalem are popular MICE destinations that have renowned hotels, modern infrastructure and
well-equipped convention centers. The Dead Sea and Eilat are
great MICE add-ons especially
with a new international airport
coming up in Eilat early next
year. Israel is a compact country
so most locations are accessible
within a few hours of driving.
For the adventurous kind,

With the
signing
of the
Abraham Accords in
September with the UAE,
the peace accords with
Bahrain, as well as official
delegations visiting
Bahrain, UAE and Israel, I
expect a higher demand
for travel to Israel once
tourism resumes
Sammy Yahia,
Director of Tourism, India and
Philippines, Israel Government
Tourist Board
Israel also offers Tandem Sky
Diving, Luxury Desert Camping
in the Negev and skiing experiences at Mount Hermon in the
winter. With the new Ramon International Airport in the south
of Israel (Eilat), the country is
now even more accessible.
What has been your perspective about the Indian Meeting market? What are the
trends you have noticed in the
interest behavior of Indian
travelers to Israel?
MICE has been a booming sector
in the travel industry, generating millions in revenue. Shorthaul destinations from India are
constantly looking to develop
their infrastructure and create
unique attractions to appeal to
India market. Middle Eastern
countries consider India among
the largest source markets for
MICE tourism, with major players holding meetings, conference
and exhibitions while offering
incentives to their top performers, to short haul destinations.
Companies operating in India have understood the benefits organizing MICE trips
for their team members. With

Indians
travelling
abroad
throughout the year for business, and Indian corporates
expanding their global footprint, overseas bleisure (incorporating work with pleasure
by executives taking families
business trips and extending
for leisure) travel has steadily
increased. MICE travel to Israel was booming at a steady
pace before COVID-19, and
we have seen some excellent
MICE movements in the last
few years. We foresee an increase in the demand for Israel
with new connectivity through
Dubai, Abu Dhabi (UAE) and
Manama (Bahrain), which we
are confident will drive the demand for outbound MICE from
India to Israel.
Israel has always attracted delegations from India,
attending Agricultural and
technology events. How do
you further wish to develop
this sector?
The Israel Ministry of Tourism
participates in various trade fairs
and exhibitions throughout the
year including APEX, MILT, EXITO and SATTE. Through these
fairs, we showcase the dynamic
offerings of the destination to the
travel trade community and corporates as well, thereby luring travelers to consider Israel for holidays,
bleisure or MICE. Israel has quickly become Middle-East’s newest
business tourism destination, gaining popularity with the Indian corporate segment. MICE travel to the
country is booming at a steady pace
with some excellent MICE movements in the recent years. Several
world-class hotels, amazing beaches, thriving nightlife, international
cuisine, easy travel and modern
infrastructure, including free Wi-Fi
across cities some of the features
that lure the business traveler to the
start-up nation. In the recent past,
cities across the country including
Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa, Eilat
etc., have upgraded their facilities
to accommodate group movement – large or small.
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Hosting Fun &
Responsible Events

D

MP BUREAU

ubai Fitness Challenge (DFC) officially
concluded its most
ambitious and inspiring edition to date with more than
1,500,000 participants rising to the
30x30 Challenge. First launched in
2017 by His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Dubai Crown Prince
and Chairman of The Executive
Council of Dubai, the 2020 edition
motivated and engaged individuals
across the city to undertake 30 minutes of continuous activity per day
for 30 days, presenting participants
with a diversity of physical and virtual exercise and wellness opportunities unlike anything seen before.
Delivered across 30 days, from
30 October to 28 November 2020,
Dubai Fitness Challenge’s citywide fitness movement strengthened the spirit of the whole
community and empowered participants to make fitness accessible
and easy for all. This year’s ambitious edition sought to take health
to another level with a renewed
focus on holistic wellness, raising
awareness about the importance of
other core elements of health such
as nutrition, mental wellbeing and
fitness. Participants were invited to

l
More than 1,500,000 residents and visitors
participated in Dubai Fitness Challenge this year,
the biggest edition held to date
l DFC 2020 saw more than 200 virtual sessions and
over 2,000 classes taking place across 150 locations
throughout the month
l
Sheikh Zayed Road became a giant cycling track,
with more than 20,000 cyclists participating in the
inaugural Dubai Ride 2020
l
Over 100,000 runners took over Dubai for the city’s
biggest fun run, the Dubai Run
partake in health and wellness-centric activities and reminded to benefit from health check-ups and fitness assessments across gyms and
other key facilities.
Looking back at the 30 action-packed days, the high-level
of stakeholder engagement across
government departments, corporate entities and the fitness industry, all contributed to the remarkable participation in DFC. The
highlights of Dubai Fitness Challenge 2020, included:
In a historic first, the iconic
Sheikh Zayed Road turned into a
giant cycling track for Dubai Ride,
brought to you by DP World. More
than 20,000 cyclists participated
in the inaugural Dubai Ride 2020,
led by His Highness Sheikh Ham-

dan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Dubai Crown Prince and
Chairman of The Executive Council of Dubai, marking a new milestone in their fitness journey.
Over 100,000 runners took
over Dubai for the city’s biggest
fun run, the Dubai Run, brought
to you by Mai Dubai. People of
all ages, abilities and fitness levels
walked, wheeled, jogged and ran to
shape their own routes at stunning
locations across the city. The event
marked an iconic day, while showcasing an unprecedented display of
unity to achieve a collective goal.
than 200 virtual events took
centre-stage in this year’s edition,
providing participants with an array
of free-to-access, online and virtual
resources to benefit from even more

flexibility and remote access as they
fuel their mind, body and spirit. Virtual and live online sessions by leading
fitness venues and professionals, as
well as the ‘Find Your 30’ and ‘City
Is a Gym’ virtual hubs on the DFC
website, brought together a wide
range of easily accessible, premium
fitness content to residents and visitors across the city.
Fitness instructors and experts,
including Luis Figo, Carles Puyol, Eric Abidal, Michael Salgado,
Ibrahim Ba, Mikaël Silvestre, Sulley Montari, Bakit Saad, Mohsin
Musibah, Kayla Itsines and Kelsey
Wells, also joined in on the Challenge – to inspire and motivate fans
to make a stronger commitment to a
healthier and more active lifestyle.
Partnerships and activations
with more than 20 global brands
helped shape a diverse programme
for this year’s edition and push the
boundaries of innovative fitness
experiences. Brands like Nike, Under Armour, ASICS, Reebok, Adidas, Lululemon, Puma, Physique
57, Fitness First, Barry’s and F45
Training, as well as leading global
fitness apps Fitbit Premium, Daily
Burn, FIIT, Les Mills on Demand,
NEOU, Steppi, Sweat and Sworkit,
helped bring exciting workouts and
fitness experiences for the whole
family this year.

THE ONLY MULTI
DESTINATION

B2B
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Marina Bay Sands

Unveiling future-ready
tech-enhanced meetings
VW BUREAU

M

arina Bay Sands has
rolled out Mixed Reality (MR) capabilities at its state-of-the-art Hybrid Broadcast Studio at Sands
Expo and Convention Centre.
Launched today at Singapore’s
first hybrid trade show, TravelRevive, the MR technology is
set to enlarge the studio’s hybrid tech toolbox, empowering
event planners to transform their
events through show-stunning
presentations.
MR technology integrates
the virtual and physical worlds
to create an immersive and interactive presentation. Coupled
with the studio’s cutting-edge
three-dimensional stage and immersive backdrop, MR technology allows presenters to have
a more meaningful interaction
with digital data and the environment, bringing presentations
to life through hyper-realistic
visuals. The MR capability is the
latest technology to enhance the
cutting-edge Hybrid Broadcast
Studio, which has taken the industry by storm ever since it was

launched in August this year.
Created in just seven days, the
original version of the Hybrid
Broadcast Studio offers broadcast-quality livestreaming capabilities, hologram functionalities
and a three-dimensional stage
fitted with an immersive LED
wall backdrop and floor that can
display stunning visuals that enhance every event.
“Marina Bay Sands has accelerated our adoption of technology
to adapt to the new environment.
We are providing a comprehensive platform for our clients to
transit into the hybrid sphere successfully – using digital modes,
hologram functionalities and now
Mixed Reality (MR). By enhancing our studio with MR technology, event planners will now have
an industry-ready solution to capture the attention and imagination
of their virtual and in-person audiences. This will further increase
delegate engagement and drive
greater content and idea generation among key communities. It
has also given us the opportunity
to work with technology partners
to add value for our clients and

MR technology
integrates the virtual
and physical worlds to
create an immersive
and interactive
presentation.
their events. This is the future of
storytelling and we hope to continue inspiring the industry, driving
digital transformation and elevating
hybrid event experiences,” said Paul
Town, Senior Vice President, Resort
Operations, Marina Bay Sands.
Since early October, the integrated
resort has been the proud host of
several key Singapore hybrid pilot
MICE events including WiT Experience Week 2020 (1 Oct) and
the Singapore International Energy
Week (SIEW) (26-28 Oct). The
multi-functional studio has also
been used to inspire other communities including the music industry. In early October, Marina
Bay Sands hosted its first hybrid
entertainment event to launch Singapore hip-hop artist YUNG RA-

JA’s latest single and music video
– The Dance Song. Come January 2021, Marina Bay Sands will
be the Global Broadcast Centre
for the most anticipated industry
event in the calendar, 2021 PCMA
Convening Leaders. The event
will utilise best-in-class technology, including MR, to transform
presentation formats and broadcast keynote speeches in real-time
to multiple locations globally.
To equip its MICE workforce
with the relevant skills, Marina Bay
Sands is the first venue in the world
to have a pool of certified Digital
Event Strategists to steer conversations and assist clients in navigating
the world of hybrid events. “While
we continue investing in our infrastructure, facilities and technology,
it is our team of dedicated staff who
are the driving force behind the creation of successful events at Marina
Bay Sands. Prioritising their personal development and providing them
with the necessary resources to upskill is important in the sustainable
growth of an industry-relevant MICE
workforce,” said Ong Wee Min, Vice
President of Conventions and Exhibitions, Marina Bay Sands.

MEDICAL EVENTS CALENDAR
January – February 2021

WHAT

ASSOCIATION OF
OTOLARYNGOLOGISTS
OF INDIA | 73RD ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2021

SOCIETY OF INDIAN
PHYSIOTHERAPISTS ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2021

64TH ALL INDIA CONGRESS OF
OBSTETRICS AND
GYNECOLOGY 2021

UROLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
INDIA 54TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2021

WHEN

JANUARY 7, 2021 JANUARY 10, 2021

JANUARY 8, 2021 JANUARY 10, 2021

JANUARY 12, 2021 JANUARY 16, 2021

JANUARY 20, 2021 JANUARY 23, 2021

CHENNAI

INDORE

AHMEDABAD

WHERE JHARKHAND

WHAT

INDIAN RADIOLOGICAL & IMAGING
ASSOCIATION 74TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2021

INDIAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS 58TH
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2021

ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS OF INDIA
76TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2021

WHEN

JANUARY 21, 2021 JANUARY 24, 2021

JANUARY 21, 2021 JANUARY 24, 2021

JANUARY 21, 2021 JANUARY 24, 2021

WHERE

BENGALURU

GREATER NOIDA

JAIPUR

WHAT

WHEN

WHERE

INDIAN SOCIETY OF
NEUROANAESTHESIOLOGY
AND CRITICAL CARE |
22ND ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2021
JANUARY 22, 2021 JANUARY 24, 2021
KOLKATA

INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PHYSICAL MEDICINE &
REHABILITATION 49TH ANNUAL
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2021

INDIAN PSYCHIATRIC SOCIETY
73RD ANNUAL NATIONAL
CONFERENCE 2021

32ND ANNUAL CONFERENCE
OF INDIAN SOCIETY FOR
PEDIATRIC NEUROSURGERY

JANUARY 22, 2021 JANUARY 24, 2021

JANUARY 28, 2021 JANUARY 31, 2021

JANUARY 28, 2021 JANUARY 30, 2021

CHENNAI

VISAKHAPATNAM

BENGALURU

INDIAN SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF PAIN
36TH ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE
2021

INDIAN EPILEPSY ASSOCIATION &
INDIAN EPILEPSY SOCIETY 22ND JOINT
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2021

WHEN FEBRUARY 4, 2021 -

FEBRUARY 5, 2021 FEBRUARY 7, 2021

FEBRUARY 5, 2021 FEBRUARY 7, 2021

WHERE HYDERABAD

BHUBANESWAR

TRIVENDRUM

WHAT

INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF
DERMATOLOGISTS, VENEREOLOGISTS
AND LEPROLOGISTS 49TH NATIONAL
CONFERENCE 2021
FEBRUARY 7, 2021

WHAT

INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF
GASTROINTESTINAL
ENDOSURGEONS 2021

ALL INDIA
OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY
79TH ANNUAL MEETING 2021

PAEDIATRIC ORTHOPAEDIC
SOCIETY OF INDIA 27TH
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2021

WHEN

FEBRUARY 12, 2021 FEBRUARY 14, 2021

FEBRUARY 18, 2021 FEBRUARY 21, 2021

FEBRUARY 18, 2021 FEBRUARY 21, 2021

KOLKATA

GOA 403713

WHERE TAMIL NADU

18TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF
INDIAN CHAPTER OF
INTERNATIONAL HEPATOPANCREATO-AILIARY
ASSOCIATION 2021
FEBRUARY 19, 2021 FEBRUARY 21, 2021
CHANDIGARH

WHAT

INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR AND
THORACIC SURGEONS 67TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2021

INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR THORACIC
ANESTHESIOLOGISTS 24TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2021

INDIAN SOCIETY OF CRITICAL CARE
MEDICINE 27TH ANNUAL CONGRESS 2021

WHEN

FEBRUARY 25, 2021 FEBRUARY 28, 2021

FEBRUARY 26, 2021 FEBRUARY 28, 2021

FEBRUARY 26, 2021 FEBRUARY 28, 2021

MADURAI

GANDHINAGAR

WHERE JAIPUR, INDIA
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TCEB unveils training for MICE personnel
MP BUREAU

T

CEB, in collaboration with
Department of Disease Control (DDC) under the Ministry of Public Health and MICE Academic Cluster, has developed and
launched training courses to equip
DMCs and manpower in MICE and
travel industries with knowledge
and understanding in the standards
of monitoring, control and evaluation of the medication and public
health. The aim is to enable them to
safely handle and accompany overseas businessmen visiting Thailand
under the government’s special arrangement.
The training course was organized under the MICE Hygiene
Discipline Guidelines project, and
run by TCEB from 30 November

The training will enable
MICE players to safely
handle and accompany
overseas businessmen
visiting Thailand under
the government’s
special arrangement.
SAFETY MEASURES: Dr. Opas Karnkawinpong, Director-general, Department
of Disease Control, Ministry of Public Health, said that Thailand has an efficient
tracking system and is keen to support international MICE travelers to the country.

to 1 December 2020, at IMPACT
Muang Thong Thani. The attendants were 33 DMCs (Destination
Management Company), who are
supposed to produce health-compliant travel plans for overseas

businessmen coming to Thailand
for investment purposes under
the government’s special arrangement. The other trainees
were 90 personnel who become
International Visitor Assistant

MCB reports solid performance despite pandemic
MP BUREAU

T

he Melbourne Convention Bureau (MCB) has outlined a solid
performance in the 2019-20 financial
year in its Annual Report released
today, despite the disruptive effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Victoria’s lead agency for acquiring and
delivering business events, secured
145 business events reinforcing the
State’s reputation as Australia’s event
capital. These events are expected to
inject $234.3 million in economic contribution to Victoria’s visitor
economy in the coming years.
Speaking at the company’s An-

nual General Meeting held virtually,
MCB Chief Executive Officer Julia
Swanson reflected on the year that
evolved into two halves – the time
pre-COVID19 and the months after its
onset and the bureau’s swift response
in navigating the challenges presented
by this situation.
“MCB has worked tirelessly with
our clients to reschedule their business events, rather than cancel. We’ve
had success here, with 70 per cent of
planned events rescheduled into future
years, thanks to MCB’s strong client
relationships and our partners’ flexibility,” said Swanson.

MCB announced that before the
business events sector shuttered in March
2020, Melbourne hosted 140 business
events previously secured by the bureau,
attracting over 98,6000 visitors – 47 per
cent more than the previous year and
generating in excess of $295 million in
economic contribution for the State’s
economy. Currently managing over
$532 million worth of bids that
have the potential to contribute
258,000 room nights for the hotel
and accommodation sector, MCB
confirmed 117 secured business
events for Melbourne from calendar year 2021 to 2026.

(IVA) when accompanying the
visiting businessmen.
The training to serve the government’s special arrangement for
overseas travelers will contribute
to Thailand’s status as the firstrate host country that delivers
“Beyond Expectation” service
standard through the globally renowned Thai hospitality.

BCB launches
new website

The Barcelona Convention
Bureau (BCB) has launched a
new website primarily designed
for companies looking to organize
events in the city. The website
comprises two parts: ‘Why Barcelona’ brings together images and
characteristics of the city, as well as
specific testimonials by professionals
from the sector in order to attract
and convince new customers. ‘Plan
your meeting’ lists the complete
supply of professionals who can
help organize events in this city
with information about services,
venues, professional organizers
and suppliers.

The Indian

MICE Market
The Role of ICPB

India is identifying and adding cities
wherein MICE can be a top draw to
boost tourism and pep up economy
of the particular location.

M

MP BUREAU

ICE Tourism is one
of the key revenue
spinners of travel
and tourism economy in modern times. UNWTO
recognizes the inherent strength
of MICE industry and has been
instrumental in identifying and
popularizing MICE destinations
across the world. As per ICCA
rankings, India has improved its
position substantially in the recent
times, when it hosted 175 meetings in 2017 compared to 143 for
the previous year, thus leaping and
improving its position by seven
positions from 31 in last year.
Barring the Covid-19 crisis,

a vivid analysis of 5-year data
indicated that India has in fact
reclaimed its position, which it
maintained in the year 2013, albeit with hosting of a lesser number
of meetings. India still is far off
in terms number of meetings it
hosts in spite of having reasonable
MICE infrastructure across the 12
major destinations.
According to an in-depth study
last year, with more than 700
odd respondents spread across
12 MICE destination in India, it
is immense opportunity for the
market to grow but lagging due to
inadequate marketing and communication by stakeholders of MICE
India, which needs to be realigned.

India has sound infrastructure
in terms of hosting MICE events
but there is a need for proper coordination and cohesiveness across
different stakeholders for seamless
implementation.
The good news is the fact
that India is identifying and adding cities wherein MICE can be
a top draw to boost tourism and
pep up economy of the particular location. These cities already
have a good infrastructure as far
as hosting conferences are concerned and/ or in the process of
development. What needs to be
done is to improve ecosystem in
a focused way.
It is also important to mention

that 65% are B2B events. The estimated market size from Event is
in the tune of Rs 4800 crores from
space rental but it has multiplier
impact to economy in terms of
accommodation, traveling, communication and advertisement,
remuneration to skilled work force
etc. - It is recommended that the
concept of sustainable and exclusive MICE tourism to be adopted
and practiced.
This is essential to understand
the different situational analysis
through case studies from around
the world to make it a resounding
success. Introduction of concept
of customized travel experiences,
luxury spa sessions, rare animal
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IMPROVED RANKINGS IN INDIAN CITIES

A

sanctuaries, religious pilgrimage
tours are what the foreign travelers believe in. There is enough
opportunity in India to promote
medical, wellness and spiritual
tourism in the state.
MICE destinations should be
encouraged as tourism for the purpose of Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions are no
longer limited to big cities. Major
markets of inbound tourism should
be targeted for this exercise.
The need of the hour is to promote India as one the most important MICE destination by way of
revamping existing ICPB structure. The role should be more for
promotion of India as MICE desti-

s per latest statistics
available from ICCA,
the following cities of India
has contributed immensely in
improving rankings for India.
New Delhi grew by CAGR
of 13.9% for a 5 year period. Mumbai grew by CAGR
of 3.7% for a 5-year period.
Bangalore grew by CAGR of
14.5% for a 4 year period. Hyderabad grew by CAGR of 8
% for a 3-year period. Chennai grew by CAGR of 9.3%
for a 5-year period. Goa grew
by CAGR of 4.7% for a 5-year
period. The estimated global
market size for MICE is in ex-

cess of USD 808 Billion in 2017,
which is going to touch down
to 1200 Billion in 2022. The
estimated market size of MICE

in India is Rs37576 crore in
which nearly 60% comes from
MIC, i.e. meeting, incentive
and conference.

nation to international community
and bid for the international conference with the help of experience
and expert PCO / Expert of that
particular field.
After having a thorough review
of the structure and function of the
different Convention Promotion
Bureaus (CPB) in the world, it
has been emerged that most of the
CPB are Government Controlled
/ Autonomous bodies which are
professionally run by full-time individuals & their roles and responsibilities are mainly to position
City as prime MICE destination &
work in tandem with PCO/ Expert/
Event Management companies.
Respective Governments normally
allot sufficient funds for marketing and communication so that
they can bring more international
events in the city. Therefore, in
India there is a need to inject sufficient fund at both Head office level
as well as Destination office.
The amount may be worked
out after preparing an action plan
to promote India MICE to a different level. - The role and responsibilities of the current ICPB has
been enhanced and expanded. It is
proposed to set up a major destination-specific ICPB office rather
than only one ICPB office in Delhi. Now the proposed ICPB role
will take India to the international
community in a much bigger way.
The proposed ICPB model will not
only help to enhance the brand image of India but also there will be
the overall development of MICE

destinations in India.
The major role of the ICPB
are: Study on MICE Market and
role of ICPB in promoting MICE
Tourism; Identify conference opportunities; Secure a local host
to lead the bid and financially underwrite the bid; Liaise with government and industry leaders to
obtain support; Develop bid strategies; Prepare bid documents and
presentations; Prepare business
cases, competitor analysis, preliminary budgets and risk analysis;
Coordinate site inspections.
As far as the constrains faced
in Indian MICE industry is concerned, Lack of well-defined policies, structure of the promotion
bureau, lack of Government support in pre/ post event area are the
major bones of contention. On the
other hand, constraints faced by
ICPB in promoting India MICE
Brand are due Funding Issues,
lack of manpower, absence of
marketing and lack of bidding
experience seem to dominate.
Specific guidelines need
to be drafted specifically for
MICE and to be included in
National Tourism Policy. The
existing financial and non-financials schemes need to relook and should be as per the
industry practices. The current
MDA scheme applicable only
for the active members needs
to relook in terms of both target beneficiaries as well as the
amount to be given.
Like other countries, there

is a strong need to inject financial and non-financial assistance scheme so that different
host associations would be interested more.
Also on deputation, officials
in different target overseas
countries need to be assigned
with specific target to generate
MICE business with the help
of local consultant. A visitor
should go back with enriched
in knowledge and a sense of a
great experience after traveling to India. New tourist destinations may be identified and
further developed for offering
innovative tourism products
or experiences. MICE Tourism
can be used as appropriate tool
to make India an attractive location so that the foreign travelers may keep coming back to
India repeatedly.
The concept of MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conferencing
and Exhibitions) tourism is the
result of globalization and economic reforms. People have
been gathering in the form of
meetings since a very early time.
The current day MICE Tourism
targets the high volume travelers
who travel for attaining specific
professional objectives. Predominantly, B2B/ B2C events sponsored by enterprises continue to
be the mainstay of such projects.
However, now development organizations / NGO’s / Government Agencies also play a major role in hosting such events.

The BLUEPRINT
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FOR FUTURE
ASSOCIATION

MEETINGS
With the conclusion of
ICCA’s first global hybrid
Congress, the association
has defined a blueprint for
the transformation of
association meetings and
by signing the Kaohsiung
Protocol.

MP BUREAU

I

CCA, the International Congress and Convention Association, has just concluded its
six-week-long Congress culminating in a series of online and
in-person sessions in Kaohsiung and
8 hubs, attracting 1500 delegates,
280 associations, and featuring 220
speakers in 100 hours of content.
With the conclusion of ICCA’s first
global hybrid Congress, the association has defined a blueprint for the
transformation of association meetings and by signing the Kaohsiung
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Protocol, a framework of macro and
micro trends and strategies for meetings, ICCA has paved a clear path
for the future of events.
Back in March of 2020, during
their Board meeting in Paris, the
ICCA Board knew they had to create something different to respond to
current times. They knew that ICCA
members valued mostly the opportunity to meet face to face and they
knew ICCA needed to offer the opportunity to learn and engage online.
Above all, they knew ICCA needed
to be flexible and allow each delegate to choose their own Congress

experience, letting them choose
what they were most comfortable
with. This was the basis of the
concept of ICCA’s first global hybrid Congress.
In the extremely short time
span of just over 6 months, ICCA
created a 6-week programme
which included 4 days of live
broadcasts – 22 September, 22
October, 2 November, and 3 November – which were open to the
wider ICCA community providing speakers and topics beyond
the meetings industry, from macroeconomic trends to health and

safety protocols and certifications,
and trends in technology and education, to diversity and inclusion.
These live broadcasts featured
outside the industry experts and
world-renowned speakers such as
Bob Bejan – Microsoft, Salman
Khan – Khan Academy, Jean Pierre
Lacombe – IFC Global Macro, Yukai Chou – The Octalysis Group,
Yasmin Poole – Plan International
Australia, Lars Oskan-Henriksen
– Copenhagen Pride, Anne Skare
Nielsen – Universal Futurist, and
many more. With a total of 220
speakers and 100 hours of content
this ICCA Congress was by far the
richest ever in terms of speaker profiles and valuable content. All the
content is available to delegates until
the end of the year.
Additionally to the 4 days of
live broadcasts, we had 3 weeks
of Topic Weeks, each of the weeks
covered one topic for each of the
ICCA sectors reserving the Monday
for associations. With nearly 280
associations registered for the ICCA
Congress, it was by far the highest
number of associations ever at an
ICCA event and they were the key
focus of this years’ Congress. They
had not only specific days reserved
for them during the Topic Weeks,
but also played an active role in the
rest of the programme, as well as in
the Kaohsiung Protocol providing
the base group for the research done
prior to the Congress, and providing
continued input in live sessions in
shaping the framework.
Finally, a demonstration of the
richness of the programme was the
one offered in the hubs all designed
in collaboration with ICCA to ensure
the consistency of the messaging
but including the local flavour and
needs.
To ensure easy access to all
the sessions live and on demand
throughout the weeks and between
hubs, we introduced a customised
platform offered by the production
company DRPG. ICCA offered
engagement for delegates with the
following key engagement features:
l Shoutbox – a chat function available throughout the 6 weeks and after the events, delegates could use to
say hello or share photos in.
l Discussion Forum – an area for all
delegates to share their challenges
and potential solutions in.

l Networking Lounge – an opportunity for delegates to video chat
one-on-one or in larger groups and
create the connections we usually
have at conferences in an online environment.
l Twitter Wall – a feed of social
media posts from around the world
connecting all delegates regardless
if they are onsite in a destination or
online.
The education programme and
networking were supported by yet
another element within the platform
– namely the Zones, which included
the Incredible Impacts zone, Health
and Safety zone, and Best Marketing zone – which featured additional
sessions and entries for the respective awards.
Another first for ICCA was the
support of government and politicians whether in Kaohsiung or in
one of the hubs. So it will come as
no surprise that speakers did not only
include the Mayor of Kaohsiung but
also President of Colombia – Ivan
Duque, Audrey Tang – Chinese Taipei Digital Minister, Xavier Bettel
– Prime Minister of Luxembourg,
David Maynier – Western Cape
Minister of Finance and Economics,
and Jose Maria Arrabal – General
Secretary for Sports Andalucia to
name but a few.
Senthil Gopinath, ICCA CEO,
said: “In a time when our industry
has been suffering more than any
other, it was heartwarming to see
such great support from the governments in our host destination and
hub locations. This is a sign that the
authorities are recognising the importance of our industry to the economic recovery of destinations, and
are supportive of this new hub-andspoke model as a safe way to meet
even during the pandemic.”
ICCA managed to incorporate
the majority of the meetings industry associations as a part of the
Congress, creating a collaborative
approach within our industry. This
positive message goes hand in hand
with the messages from sister associations, such as PCMA, MPI,
IAEE, ASAE, ESAE UFI, AIPC,
AfSAE, ACForum and AFPAO
who have been closely involved in
the programme and have expressed
their support to ICCA’s efforts of
collaborating together to have one
strong voice for our industry.
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Associations are partners in progress
ROHIT HANGAL
Associations play a vital role
in boosting a nation’s economy.
Through effective collaboration,
they strengthen communication
and support the members of the
ecosystem. Anitha Niranjan,
Managing Director-India,
CIMGlobal, sheds light on the
need for industry to come together
to drive common agendas.
Post the Covid-19 scenario, how
do you visualize the revival of
the Meetings industry?
I foresee a slow revival. I am hoping small national meeting starts
from February 2021 onwards and
large format meetings from August
2021 onwards.
How do you view the challenges for the Association segment
in the next two years? How can
PCOs such as CIMGlobal help
Associations during times?
Associations need to take the center stage in this need of the hour,
strengthen communication and
relationship and represent to the
government or other ecosystem
members. It is important to stay together and drive common agendas

Each city
in India
should
be marketed by its
stakeholders. We should
have a thousand stories
around each city to let
the world know.
Anitha Niranjan,
Managing Director-India, CIMGlobal
during such unprecedented times.
We, as CIMGlobal, have supported
the associations continue engagements virtually, help digitize the
association with our technology, be
it association management, social
media, website design and positioning, e-voting system, accounts
management and integration, virtual event/conference platform,
or event technology for abstracts,
journals, registration.
Our consultancy approach has
strengthened dialogue with associations and we are able to provide more cost-effective methods

of management, communication
and marketing. Many associations are now outsourcing several
services to us rather than maintaining a secretariat office with
staff costs. This has made it more
viable for them to continue with
their strategic activities.
The ‘Indian Association Congress’ has had a very positive
effect on the Association Meeting
ecosystem. What are your plans
to further enhance its value?
We believe there are lessons learnt
due to COVID-19. The power of
digitizing has been well understood.
Associations were probably way behind corporates in adopting to digitization. We are of the opinion that we
need to support associations take the
next step by redefining continuous
engagement, be it virtual or physical.
What are the primary concerns
for associations in finalizing the
right PCO?
Unfortunately, our industry is an unorganized sector. It’s important for
associations to evaluate PCOs who
have contributed substantially to this
industry. We are partners in progress,
and not short-term, one-time service
providers. Many a times, we have

had clients come to us because of
poor services by these one-time service providers.
What is the impact of hybrid
tech-driven events that seem to be
the flavor of the day?
There is no second to a face-to-face
meeting. Virtual attendees surely
will not have the same all-round
experience. For sure, it is an added
value for delegates who are unable
to travel. This should only impact
positively if the take-home message is well assessed.
What are your views on creating
convention bureaus for Indian
cities? How does it help? Should
state tourism departments also
invest in marketing MICE for
their cities?
In expos like IMEX and IBTM, we
have seen how cities have come together to market themselves and how
cities have more than 60% of their
economies driven around conventions, festivals, and tourism assets.
Collaborative, focused marketing
is the need of the hour. India is
like a continent. Hence, each city
should be marketed by its stakeholders. We all should have a
thousand stories around each city
to let the world know.

MSAE, MyCEB present association objectives
MP BUREAU

T

he Malaysian Society of
Association Executives
(MSAE) held a virtual
webinar recently, supported by
Malaysia Convention & Exhibition Bureau (MyCEB) and Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
(the Centre), to present their
association objectives and their
survey findings on the Impact
of Covid-19 to the Operations
and Sustainability of Associations in Malaysia.
Part of the webinar was also a
panel session that discussed how
venues are coping with the challenges posed by the pandemic and
industry recovery programmes that

THE DELEGATES: (From left) Edward Lim, Sales Manager, MyCEB; Dr. Lydia
Abdul Latif, Vice President, MSAE; Sunny Chee, President, MSAE; Angeline
van den Broecke, Director of Global Business Development and Marketing,
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (the Centre), during the virtual webinar.

were recently launched to boost the
overall business events market.Sunny Chee, President, MSAE said, “We
would like to first and foremost thank
MyCEB for sponsoring this webinar
and the Centre for supporting us as

well. We are delighted to be engaging
with all of you virtually, live from the
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, to
share our survey findings. It is now a
fact that associations are doing their
best to navigate this challenging situ-

ation.” According to the survey conducted in August 2020, participated
by 108 associations from various
sectors, up to 70% of associations
have reported that their organisation’s activities such as council
meetings, membership, community, stakeholders and government
engagements have been impacted
by the Covid-19 pandemic.
Dr. Lydia Abdul Latif, Vice
President, MSAE, who shared the
survey findings also said, “The survey showed that revenue-generating
activities such as fund-raising campaigns, and events have also been
significantly impacted with at least
70% of associations reporting event
cancellations and change in event
format to virtual or hybrid.”

IITM SCHEDULE 2021
IITM CHENNAI
4,5 JAN 2021

IITM BENGALURU
8,9 JAN 2021

IITM KOCHI
4,5 FEB 2021

IITM DELHI
12,13 JAN 2021

IITM PUNE
23,24 FEB 2021

IITM HYDERABAD
22,23 JAN 2021

IITM KOLKATA
2,3 APR 2021
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